Important Reminders

January 16
Shelley Wright, Modern Choices in Matting and Framing
MSS: John Snell
MSS: Karen Higdon

January 17
Gallery Hop WUKY
5-7 PM
2640 Spurr Road

February 4
Board Meeting
6:30 Bonte Bistro
All Welcome

February 6
First Thursday
Lights and Reflections

Meetings at Crestwood Church
1882 Bellefonte Dr, Lexington
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CCC Photographers of Year

Advanced

Kathy Davis
Mary Beth Gravett

Beginner

Lisa Brown
Barbie Carter

Intermediate

Allen Dawson
Lana Yeary

Mary Beth Gravett
First Thursdays

February 6:
Lights and Reflections:

The competition topic this month is Reflections so join fellow photographers in a workshop where we’ll illustrate a few ideas with different lighting setups and reflections. Bring your cameras, shiny/reflective objects, ideas, and your creativity! Let’s explore together!

March 5:
Low Light Photography:
Before and After Shutter Release plus Child's Toys:

Capturing images with little light is a challenge but also a creative opportunity. This month’s workshop will feature low key lighting setups along with Parham showing how one can use Photoshop to get different creative results after image capture. The competition topic is Child’s Toys so bring along your camera, a toy or two, and play with the lights as well!

You're Invited to WUKY's Artist Open House: Creative Camera Club

Where: The WUKY Gallery at 2640 Spurr Rd.
When: Friday, January 17th, 5pm - 7pm

Not only does WUKY strive to introduce you to local musical artists, but visual artists, as well. Make the WUKY Gallery one of your Local Arts destinations...

On Display Now: Creative Camera Club.

On site parking at WUKY is limited. You can park in the areas marked with “P” on the map, if space is available. WUKY has an agreement with the business next door to use their parking lot (see map.) WUKY will have signs along Spurr Road. Spurr Road does not have sidewalks so you will need to walk on the grass to the WUKY gate. Flashlights are recommended after dark.

We need a few volunteers with flashlights to assist members going back to their cars after dark.

John Snell to speak at CKCS January 28
7:00 PM

2019 Retrospective

CKCS
160 Moore Drive
Suite 107
Lexington KY 40503
859-373-1000
Jan 15  Posing workshop for models with Joshua Verax  
Models learn the best posing techniques and practices and how to work with the photographer and clients. This is an interactive class with each participant working on their poses with photographers.

Jan 18  Drop, Splash, Drip... water based high speed flash photography  
Capture fantastic drops and splashes with high speed flash. Multiple stations so no standing around. This is a fun workshop that gets pretty amazing shots!

Jan 22  Posing a model - workshop for photographers with Joshua Verax  
Photographers learn the best posing techniques and practices and how to work with the model. Area models will be posing, TFP, for each photographer to work with. Get to see your shots real time and how what you asked the model to do made a difference in the quality.

Jan 24  The Art of Cave Photography, Carter Caves State Park  
Have fun shooting the Cascade cave at Carter Caves during the Winter Adventure Weekend. This workshop will feature more lighting and techniques than I can bring when the club goes in March.

---

Pine Mountain Winter Photo Weekend
January 23-26, 2020

Winter Photo Weekend
January 23-26, 2020

Evening programs by guest professional: Harold Jerrell

New for 2020: Thursday! By popular demand, we will now begin our competition on Thursday! For all of those registered, they will receive their categories at midnight on Wednesday and be able to get some great shots along the way as travel to the park.

Registration
Early Bird $30 At the door $40
(2 weeks prior to event date)
Weekend Package
Package includes lodging for two nights, with a discount option for a third, and registration fee.
Group code 2279

* Digital Photography Workshop/Contest
* 4 classes—Amateur, Intermediate, Cell Phone, and Accomplished
* 4 Competition Categories for each class
* Beginner’s Photography Session
* Critique Session Offered

$201.68/couple dbl. occ. Lodge Room
$161.20/individual sngl. occ. Lodge Room

Guest Pro Bio: It has been said that Harold “Evokes pure emotion with his photography.” This Lee County Virginia native spent years working for the National Park Service, Virginia Department of Forestry, and Virginia Tech. Now he spends his time creating incredible photography and traveling the country, with his work being published in numerous books, magazines, and his own publications. We look forward to the tips and tricks he can share.

---

CCC Insect Salon Competition
Send images to NCIInsectPhotos@gmail.com

Entries closing February 24

All CCC photographers are invited to submit images of insects and related arthropods.
Call for Member Slideshows & Mini-Sessions

Do you have a slideshow of your images you would like to share with the club? The club would love to see your stuff! Or, would you like to lead a mini-session on a photo topic? The club would love to schedule 15-20 minute mini-sessions presented by members who are particularly knowledgeable about a photo topic of interest.

If you are interested, please contact Parham Baker at parham@parhampbaker.com.

Definitions for 2020 CCC Competitions

Reflections (February)
Images where the subject of the image is either wholly or in part a reflection. Images which simply include an incidental reflection should not be submitted. Consider, if the reflection were not present in the photograph would it be significantly different?

Children’s Toys (March)
Images in which the subject is a child’s toy.

Inclement Weather (May)
Images which focus on weather as a phenomenon or the after effects of weather. Examples would include images of snow, ice, fog or storms. PLEASE consider photographer safety when pursuing these images.

Music (June)
Images which include musical components. These components could include musical imagery, performers, instruments or the like.

Graffiti (July)
Images where the subject is unauthorized, non-commissioned artwork commonly referred to as graffiti and viewable from a public setting. Please note that murals are specifically excluded from this topic. It is NOT enough to simply have graffiti in the image—the graffiti must be the subject of the image.

Madison County (August)
Images taken in or focusing on Madison County, KY. NOTE: images for this contest MUST be taken between July 1, 2019 and the date of the contest submission. No archive or catalog images should be submitted.

Fairs and Festivals (October)
Images taken involving organized fairs or festivals. This can include everything from a small festival to an organized event such as the State Fair.

Imaging USA – Way More Than Just a Trade Show

Are you in the photography business? Then you’ll love Imaging USA, the conference where photographers from all around the world get to GROW, DREAM, and CONNECT with their photography peers. It’s like a family reunion for photographers only.

This is why we honestly believe Imaging USA is the best photography conference in the world.

Just look at our history.

It’s the longest-running photographic conference, trade show, and exhibit in the USA, drawing over 10,000 photographers each year, dating back to 1880. Imaging USA is always evolving to help photographers:

• GROW with 80+ business & photography classes from big-name speakers
• DREAM about the 50,000 sq. ft. photography expo and all the awesome gear
• CONNECT via networking & parties with over 10,000

Get Free Access to the Expo or Exhibit Hall is NASH20.

Three-O Studio

FOCUS STACKING IN PHOTOSHOP

Learn everything you need to know about Depth of Field, then we will shoot a focus stacked image and process it in Photoshop to complete the image

Saturday Jan. 18 2-5 pm $590 Tuition

So You Just Got A New Camera, huh?

A class designed for the new photographer. We will discuss the basics of digital photography: look at the buttons on the camera, and learn to bring with them and then discuss the basics of good composition, photography and post-processing.

THE LEXINGTON SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY

400 Old Vine St., Suite 280
AROVV LaRosa’s Bistro
859.327.5141 or billbole@ncwc.com for info
The Creative Camera Club (CCC) can trace its roots back to the Lexington Camera Club of 1930s. We welcome anyone interested in the art and science of photography from amateur to professional.